All Disciplines Distinguished Scholar Fellowship

Award Autogenerated Code
10359-IS

Region
Middle East and North Africa

Country
Israel

Award Type
Fulbright Distinguished Scholar Award

Number of Recipients
Up To 8

Stipend
Monthly stipend, payable in U.S. dollars:

- $6,000/month for unaccompanied grantees
- $6,500/month for grantees accompanied by one dependent
- $7,000/month for grantees accompanied by two or more dependents

Estimated Travel and Relocation Allowance

- Reimbursement of airfare expenses (U.S. – Israel, under the Fly America act) for Fulbright fellows (and spouses)
- Partial reimbursement of children’s education expenses and fees

Candidate Profile
Academics, except early career

Activity Type
Research
Teaching
Teaching/Research

Application Deadline
Wednesday, September 15, 2021

Award Activity
Fulbright Israel plans to award up to eight fellowships to senior faculty members, senior professionals, or to accomplished artists or writers for visits to Israeli institutions of higher education to be carried out during the 2022/23 academic year. The fellowship is open to all fields of study. Scholars’ proposed activities may include research, lecturing, or a combination of lecturing and research.

Per Fulbright Israel policy, candidates should take into account that host institutions are obliged to make a financial contribution of $2,000 to the United States-Israel Educational Foundation (USIEF), also known as Fulbright Israel, which is credited towards the overall grant benefits. The matter of this mandatory contribution should be raised in preliminary discussions with potential hosts and the commitment to provide the funds should be included in the letter of invitation.

Award Length
Four months

Award Dates
Grants can begin between the period October 2022 - March 1, 2023, as agreed upon with the host institution.

Locations
Any accredited institution of higher education. For the complete list of such institutions, click here.

Flex Option
No

Discipline Type
Applications are sought in all disciplines

Special Features
During their grant period, Fulbright U.S. Scholars may apply for a short-term regional travel grant (five to 14 days) for participation in a variety of activities including faculty and student lectures, graduate or faculty seminars, curriculum development, public lectures, panel presentations, needs assessment, conferences, or some combination thereof.

**Degree Requirements**
Ph.D. (or other terminal degree) required

**Additional Qualification Information**

At least seven years of experience in a discipline or area of expertise by application deadline.

Assistant Professor or higher academic rank (or equivalent professional standing) is required.

For Tel Aviv University, Associate Professor or higher academic rank (or equivalent professional standing) is required. The Mortimer and Raymond Sackler Institute of Advanced Studies will be the official host of the fellow and the contact at the university, while the hosting academic unit is responsible for providing office and/or laboratory space.

**Invitation Requirement**
A letter of invitation is required.

**Helpful Links**
- Fulbright Israel

**Multi-Country/Area Award**
No

**Award Length Filter**
Three to five months

**Invitation Requirement Additional Information**
A letter of invitation from an accredited Israeli institution of higher education is required at the time of application. Each candidate is responsible for the arrangement of his/her institutional affiliations in Israel independently, including development of the work program for the proposed visit through contacts with possible host institutions.

Any accredited institution of higher education. For the complete list of such institutions, click here.

Per Fulbright Israel policy, host institutions are required to make a financial contribution of $2,000 to the United States-Israel Educational Foundation (USIEF), also known as Fulbright Israel, which is credited towards the overall grant benefits. The matter of this mandatory contribution should be raised in preliminary discussions with potential hosts and the commitment to provide the funds should be included in the letter of invitation.

Please contact the Fulbright program in Israel at USPrograms@fulbright.org.il for assistance with identifying suitable host contacts or any questions related to the financial commitment.

**Award Code**
12356-IS

**Award Year**
2022-2023 Awards

**Special Award Benefits**
- Limited accident and medical coverage for the grantee only
- Mandatory attendance at arrival orientation
- Opportunities to participate in multiple cultural and academic events organized by Fulbright Israel

**Language Proficiency Requirements**
None, English is sufficient.

**Career Profile**
- Artists
- Professionals
- Senior Academics

Scholars selected for this award can choose to:
- Advise and/or mentor students
- Assist in faculty, curriculum, and/or program development
- Conduct a professional and/or artistic project
- Conduct a research project designated by the host institution
- Conduct a research project of the applicant’s choosing
• Teach graduate and/or undergraduate courses designated by the host institution
• Teach graduate and/or undergraduate courses of the applicant’s choosing
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